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returned to the rearranged substrate.7 This mechanism makes 
understandable the prior observation that isotopic hydrogen 
from deuterated or tritiated water is not incorporated into the 
substrate. Both the carbonyl-SCoA group and the hydrogen 
migrate in a way such that configuration is maintained at both 
termini of the rearranging system.8 

It is difficult to explore the facets discussed above and im
possible to delineate the respective contributions of the enzyme 
and coenzyme to the rearrangement reaction in the absence 
of an appropriate chemical model reaction. Thus, we have 
begun to explore the possibility of developing a nonenzymic, 
chemical model for this rearrangement. This series of experi
ments also serves as the first test of the general applicability 
of a recently proposed3,4 model intermediate for the methyli-
taconate <=> a-methylene glutarate interconversion. 

Accordingly, we have treated dimethyl bromomethyl-
malonate (III)9 with vitamin Bns'0 '1 1 and obtained a meta-
stable adduct IV. The adduct IV has all the ultraviolet and 
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A Nonenzymic Model Intermediate for the Coenzyme B12 
Dependent Isomerization of Methylmalonyl Coenzyme A 
to Succinyl Coenzyme A 

Sir: 

The coenzyme B12 dependent, enzyme catalyzed, reversible 
interconversion of methylmalonyl-SCoA (I) with succinyl-
SCoA (II)1 is crucial in human metabolism. It effects the re
turn of propionic acid, resulting from amino acid and odd-chain 
fatty acid catabolism, to the tricarboxylic acid cycle.2 Ob
struction of the enzymic pathways necessary for the inter
conversion of methylmalonyl-SCoA (I) with succinyl-SCoA 
(II), as a consequence of any one of several possible genetic 
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defects, leads to excesses of methylmalonic acid and propionic 
acid in the body and thence to some of the symptoms and 
malfunctions associated with the once fatal disorder pernicious 
anemia. In recent years it has become the practice, in appro
priate instances, to monitor the levels of propionic and meth
ylmalonic acids in the body fluids, in attempt to avert disas
trous consequences from disorders related, at least in part, to 
pernicious anemia.2 

In spite of the high level of interest in this important trans
formation (I <=» II), the mechanism of the reaction has re
mained chemically obscure. In particular, until recently,3 there 
has been no nonenzymic, chemical model for such a carbon-
skeleton rearrangemgnt. 

A series of ingenious experiments on the enzyme system (I 
<=* II) has revealed that: the carbonyl-SCoA group is the mi
grating group5 and that the migration is intramolecular.6 The 
countervailing migration of hydrogen is an intermolecular 
reaction in which the substrate hydrogen is taken up by the 
5'-methylene of the deoxyadenosine of the coenzyme, then later 

visible spectral properties expected for an alkyl cobalamin1 '-12 

and it rapidly yields the ultraviolet and visible spectra of hy-
droxocobalamin upon exposure to light. 

The alkyl cobalamin IV is, not unexpectedly, a very sensitive 
substance. It cannot be purified by extraction with phenol." 
Even on attempted precipitation from the aqueous reaction 
mixture with acetone or tetrahydrofuran, the carbon-cobalt 
bond is cleaved to the extent of 50-70%, as judged by the 
changes in the visible spectrum. Thus, we have not been suc
cessful in isolating the solid adduct IV, and have been forced, 
as a consequence, to work with the total aqueous reaction 
mixture.13 When the alkyl cobalamin IV was completely 
formed, the aqueous reaction mixture was extracted with ether 
in order to remove excess unreacted bromomethylmalonate 
III. The aqueous phase (pH 8-9) containing the alkylcobala-
min IV was allowed to stand for 48 h at room temperature in 
the dark. At the end of this time, the visible spectrum showed 
complete conversion of IV to hydroxocobalamin (total cleavage 
of the carbon-cobalt bond). The reaction mixture was made 
acid with 10% aqueous hydrochloric acid and extracted con
tinuously with ether for 24 h. The ether concentrate14 was 
found to contain methylmalonic acid (V), 13.6%; succinic acid 
(VI), 3.7%; and malonic acid (VII), 18%.16 
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Isolation of pure, crystalline succinic acid (VI) from this 
model study of the methylmalonyl-SCoA (I) «=s succinyl-SCoA 
(II) interconversion demonstrates the fruitfulness and promise 
of this general approach to a chemical understanding of the 
mechanism of the coenzyme Bj2 dependent carbon-skeleton 
rearrangement reactions. It is worthwhile to summarize the 
attributes of this strategy. Since one has now observed two 
spontaneous rearrangements,4 in the dark, at ambient tem
perature (20-25 0 C), in aqueous solution, at or near physio
logical pH, of substances identical in their carbon-skeletons 
to the enzyme substrates, attached to the intact cobalamin 
nucleus, one is in position to suggest strongly that the car
bon-cobalt substrate bond plays a crucial role in the rear-
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rangement reactions which occur under enzyme control. It 
follows that conclusions drawn from model reactions lacking 
one or more of the above features18 must be applied with cir
cumspection to mechanistic questions surrounding the rear
rangement reactions. 

At the same time, it is proper to point out features of the 
model rearrangement reactions which have not yet been illu
minated. Neither in this nor in our previous experiment4 is the 
ionization state of either cobalt or carbon revealed.'9 We are 
just beginning to probe the possible salutory effects of the 
thioester grouping on the present rearrangement. The highly 
important question of stereochemistry remains completely 
open in the model series. These are examples and constitute 
only a few of the problems confronting us in attempting to 
understand the mechanism of the carbon-skeleton rear
rangements from a chemical point of view. They will form the 
objectives of our continuing research effort in this area. 
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a-Aminoacrylate Schiff Base in Nonenzymatic 
Pyridoxal Catalysis 

Sir: 

This report describes a species absorbing at 467 nm, which 
we conclude to be the titled compound and a possible model 
for an intermediate in pyridoxal catalyzed a,/3-elimination and 
^-replacement reactions of amino acids. 

Many pyridoxal phosphate containing enzymes catalyze the 
elimination and/or replacement of a /3-substituent of an amino 
acid. The generally accepted reaction sequence1 involves two 
metastable intermediates: a quinoid (carbanion) intermediate, 
which is a Schiff base of the coenzyme and the amino acid 
deprotonated at the a-carbon atom, and a Schiff base of a-
aminoacrylate formed from the quinoid intermediate with a 
loss of an electronegative group on the /3-carbon atom. 

Marked changes in spectra of enzymes during reactions with 
substrate or pseudosubstrate provided evidence for the reaction 
sequence. Intermediate species with an intense absorption in 
the 500-nm region have been studied in enzymatic1-2 and in 
nonenzymatic systems3'4 and identified as the quinoid inter
mediate. 

On the other hand, there is less spectral evidence for the 
of-aminoacrylate Schiff base. Transient species absorbing at 
455-470 nm have been reported in a few pyridoxal enzymes 
catalyzing /3-elimination or ^-replacement and have been 
suggested to be this intermediate.5 A similar species has not 
been reported so far in nonenzymatic reactions. 

Pyridoxal 7V-methochloride (1 X 1O-4 M) and tryptophan 
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